Systems Manager for Schools

Create Better Digital Learning
with Systems Manager 			
for Schools

ENHANCE LEARNING BY TAKING CONTROL OF MOBILE DEVICES
Utilising technology in the classroom can significantly enhance the education process, but managing these devices
and keeping students focused in lessons can hinder learning. Cisco Meraki Systems Manager Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM) provides simplicity in deploying, managing, and provisioning any number of school-owned or
student-owned devices.
Time-based restrictions ensure that during school hours, student devices are used for learning purposes and have
appropriate applications and content loaded. With the click of a button, update settings, adjust device restrictions,
and provide troubleshooting from a centralised management platform.
GAIN A DIGITAL TEACHER’S ASSISTANT WITH TEACHER TOOLS
Systems Manager (SM) provides teachers with the automation, scalability, and simplicity needed to engage students
and effectivily use technology in the classroom. With role-based administration, network admins can provide
teachers with access to devices in their classrooms, easily giving visibility and control over all or specific devices.
The SM Backpack feature automatically downloads files, documents, and lesson plans to devices, ready for class.
In Single App Mode, teachers can force devices to only display a single application, great for focusing lessons or
bringing eyes to the front of the classroom. To share content with the entire class, pre-provisioned AirPlay settings
allow teachers to easily select the student‘s device they wish to display. To further guide, view, and track students’
progress, the SM and Apple Classroom partnership gives teachers the ability to see and remotely control iPads.
SECURE STUDENT, FACULTY, AND STAFF DATA
Providing a safe and secure environment is a top priority. Implementing data loss prevention (DLP), as well as
ensuring students are not accessing inappropriate content is critical. SM tools help to ensure device security and
implement security requirements for access to sensitive information. Access to appopriate content for students in
different classes or of various ages is easily achieved through integrating Student Information Systems via Apple
School Manager or through identity access controls and Active Directory, LDAP, and OAuth integrations. With
intuitive tools in place, students, faculty, and staff can securely use mobile devices without worry.
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